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ABSTRACT
Exploration of the oceanic northwest Atlantic adjseent to the Continental
Shelf of North America indicates that major populations of bluefin tuna exist
along the northern edge of the central Gulf Stream axis in winter and spring.
Species dominance, in the oceanic area explored. changl'S from bluefin tuna
to yellowfin tuna during sunlluer and early fall. Commercial concentrations of bluefin and yellowfin tunas were present offshore in addition to minor
concentrations of albacore. bigeye tuna. and skipjack.
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DISTRIBUTION OF TUNAS IN OCEANIC WATERS OF
THE NORTHWESTERN ATLANTIC
By JAMES L. SQUIRE, Jr.,

Fishery Methods and J!;quipment Specialist

BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

The increased importance attached to commercial utilization of tunas during the past decade
has increased t.he importance of studies of the
habits and life histories of the principal tuna
species and investigations of areas known or
thought to be inhabited by tunas.
Seasonal tuna fisheries have been carried out
for many years on the Continental Shelf between
Newfoundland and Cape Hatteras by commercial
and sport fishermen. But the short. season and
fluctuating availability of t.he stocks-principally
bluefin and little tuna-have made commercial
operations economically hazardous. Since the
early 1950's the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries has worked to reduce the fluctuations in
availabilit.y through int.roduct.ion and development of diverse types of commercial gear. This
work has culminated recently near Cape Cod in
a successful commercial purse seining venture
(Squire, 1959), which, in 1959, landed 750 tons
of bluefin tuna in 21 days of fishing-a record
for the Cape Cod area.
In addition, the Bureau and the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution have conduct.ed research on the life history of bluefin in attempts
to understand the resource more fully, but. the
life history studies have been seriously hampered
by the almost complete lack of knowledge of bluefin during periods when they are ltbsent from the
inshore regions. Prior to 1957, knowledge of
tunas in the oceanic region of the northwest Atlantic was practically nonexist.ent, in sharp contrast to the extensive body of knowledge
concerning tunas of inshore and oceanic regions
of the Pacific that had been gained through continuing research.
Note.-The author Is prl'st'ntly Fishery Rl'sl'al'l"h Biologist.
'.rlburon Marine Laboratory, Burl'all of Sport Fishl'rll's and Wildlife. U.S. Fish and Wildlife SHvll"l'. Tiburon, Calif.
Approved for publll"ation. Fl'bl"llllr)' 12. 1962.

In 1957, the Bureau's North Atlantic Fisheries
Exploration ltnd Gear Research Base begltn an
investigat.ion of the broad oceanic region adjacent
to the Continental Shelf of northeastern North
Americlt. Primary object.ives were to determine
the distribution pattenls of the dominant tuna
species inhabit.ing these oceanic waters and t.o determine the availability of tunas to commercial
gear. Eight cruises of the Bureau research vessel Dela1va.re were made during the investigation, which was conducted intermittently from
March 1957 through May 1960. Explorations
with longline gear were made du:ring at least
some po~t.ion of all seasons. Represented in the
catches were tunas of six species-bluefin (Thunnus thY'l'l/nuJ5) , yellow fin (Th'/1lfl.nus albacal'es) ,
albacore (Thunnus alaz".tnga), bigeye (ThulIlInus
obe8'!l-8) , blackfin (Thu-nnt,s atlanticus), and skipjac.k (Euthynnm pel.amis). The first. three are
dominant tuna species in the region explored.
This paper firstly reviews the status of tuna
knowledge in the northwestern portion of the Atlantic at the start of the investigation; secondly,
describes the exploratory methods and procedures
used, the physical characterist.ics of the area explored, the seasonal and geographic distribution
of dominant tuna species of the oceanic region,
and the occurrence of other tuna 'species in the
region; and thirdly, discusses the relation between
the tunas of the oceanic region and those of the
Continental Shelf.
The investigation was facilitated greatly by cooperation with Boston University and the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institut.ion. In particular,
acknowledgment is made of t.he efforts of Robert
H. Gibbs, Jr., Boston University, and Frank
J. Mather III, Woods Hole Oceanogrltphic
Institution.
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I.-Oceanic rE'gion of the northwestern Atlantic covered in M/V Delau'l(lre tuna esplorations. 1957--60.

THE STATUS OF TUNA KNOWLEDGE, 1957
A review of t.he lit.erat.ure indicated t.hat. no
knowledge was available of ext:.e.nsive t.una stocks
in t.he oceanic region of the nort.hwestern Atlantic and that. records of tuna ca.ptures in this region
were relat.ively few. The review showed furt.her
that whereas knowledge of t.una stocks of t.he Cont.inental Shelf was more extensive, it. was confined
almost entirely to the period during which these
stoeks are available t.o fishermen, roughly June
or J':lly t.hrough Oet.ober. Knowledge of the
tunas of the shelf had been provided largely by
commercial and sport fishermen and through explorations conducted by the Bureau and the
'Woods Hole Oceanographic Instit.ution.

Information on the hydrography of the oceanic
region also was examined and analyzed, and inquiries concerning sightings of tuna sehools at the
surface were made with the U.S. Ooast Guard
and t.he l,tV oods Hole Oceanographie Institution.'
Answers to t.hese inquiries and t.he searcity of
sehool sightings during a 1956 eruise. of the Deld.'Wll'l'e were discouraging and indicated that little
surface-fish life exists in the Gulf Stream area,an indieation that was later substant.iat.ed.
In general the outlook was discouraging; however, the.re was one favo~·able. sign. Mowbray
(1956) in the Bermuda area in the mid-1950's
had suecessfully used drifted longiine gear to eapttlre four species of tunas-bluefin, yellowfin , albacore, and lit.tle hma. These results suggested
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that tunas were to be found in subsurface rather
than surface waters of the oceanic region.
Largely for this reason, the Dela'lOare explorations
were conducted with longline gear.
A brief review of the knowledge of each tuna
species known to inhabit the northwestern Atlantic follows. This review portrays the status
of knowledge of the tunas of Continental Shelf
and the oceanic regions prior to the start of Delaware explorations in 1957.
BLUEFIN TUNA

Bluefin, largest of the tunas, are common 011
the Continental Shelf off eastern United States
and Canada from .June through October. Because
of their large size, bluefin are considered highly
desirable game fish and have dominated tuna
catches of the, shelf sport fishery for many years
(lVestman and Neville, 1949). The species has
also dominated the commercial fishery. Conunercial purse seining for bluefin tuna existed in the
late 1930's in the Continental Shelf area north of
Cape Cod (Murray, 1952), and limited commercial
bluefin production was-achieved through trapping, ,
sporadic seining, harpoonin~, and hook-and-line
fishing in the 1940's and early 1950's. In efforts
to help the fishery, the Bureau conducted gear
trails on the shelf in 1951 and 1954 with Pacifie
coast purse seine gear and techniques (Murray,
1952, 1955) and in 19!'i2-!'i3 with longlines (Murray, 1953, 1954). The Woods Hole Oceanographie
Institution, Mia,mi Marine Laboratory, and the
Bureau have b~en engaged in studies of the life
history of bluefin for several years (Mather, 1959;
Rivas, 1954, 1955; Robins, 1957; W'estman and
Gilbert, 1941; and Westman and Neville, 1942).
Bluefin llad also been reported from near Bermuda by Mowbray,t but no records of this species
in the oceanic region adjaeent to the eoast of North
America existed prior to the Delo:wa'i'e work.
Migratory routes taken by bluefin on theil' way
to and from their summer habitat in the inshore
areas and the loclttion of their whiter habitat have
long been subjects of considerable speculation
among fishermen and fisiH~l'Y biologists. The most
popular view l1.<'ts been that in the fall when the fish
head south or southeast into the oceanie region,
1 Mowbray. Louis S.
The gameflshes of Bermuda. Paper
presented at the International Gamefish Conference. International Oceall()graphlc Foundation. Nassau. 1956. 8 p,
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toward unknown spawning grounds, probably in
the Caribbean Sea. Bullis and Mather (1956),
through examinations of bluefin ovaries, have partially substantiated the supposition that the
spawnin~ grounds, for at least part of the bluefin
population, lie in the Caribbean. The migration
route ll1lty lead direetly to the spawning grounds
or may be cireuitons. Other workers propoSed
that bluefin could perhaps winter in dee.per waters
along the Continental Slope off the Middle AtHmtie States (Bigelow and Sehroeder, 1953).
The return migration has been linked with an
observed northward migration of large tuna in
mid-May and .J une along the western edge of the
Straits of Florida. Rivas (1951, 1954) proposed
that these migrants comprise the stoek of large
fish that enter the Ne,v England and Nova Scotia
fisheries in late June. Rivas later (1955) stated
that, the fish taking part in this migration ranged
from 300 t.o 700 pounds and averaged 400 to 500
pounds. Linking these fish with those. of the
nort.hern inshore fishery would, if confirmed, account for the large individuals, but this would
still leave unexplained the many small bluefin
common to the northern fishery.
YELLOWFIN TUNA

Yellowfin tuna are not common inhabitants of
the Continental Shelf areas and are less wellknown in the nort.hwestern Atlantic than bluefin.
One yellowfin was taken on a trolling line from
the Bureau research vessel Theodore N. Gill in
Februal'Y 1953 (Anderson, Gehringer, and Cohen,
195'6), north of the Bahamas. In the true oceanic
region between the Continental Slope of North
America a:l1(l Bermuda, five additional rec.ords exist-all from trolling line eaptures. One of these
refers to a fish taken in 1949 by the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution research vessel Oaryn
and two to yellowfin taken in 1953 by the WHOI
research vessel Atla-ntis (Mather and Gibbs, 1957) ;
and two to fish taken in 1954 by the AtlQ.1~ti8
(Mather, 1954). Yellowfin also were reported
from the Bermuda area by Mowbray (1956).
ALBACORE

Albacore have been re.ported by Goode and
Bean (1879) off Woods Hole and near Banquereau
Bank off Nova. Scotia. One specimen was reportedly taken by a halibut trawl off Devil's Island
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near Halifax harbor in 1922 (Vladykov, 1935),
and one was captured by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution research vesse'! Bea1' at latitude 39°45' N., longit.ude 73°00' W. in Sept.ember
1956 (Mather an'd Gibbs, 1957). In addition, albacOl'e have been taken on longline gear around
the island of Bermuda by Mowbray (1956) .
Other report.s of albacore captures exist but are
unconfirmed.
BIGEYE TUNA

Captnres of bigeye tuna have been reported
from sport fishery catehes on the Continental Shelf
off Nort.h Carolina and Maryland, and Mowbray
(1956) has recorded the eapture of bigeye off Bermuda. The species was unrecorded from the
oceanic region off the Unit.ed States and Canada
prior to the Bureau's exploratory studies.
OTHER TUNA SPECIES

Blaekfin hma are recorded from the Bermuda
area by Mowbray (1956) and from oceanie waters of the northwestern AtJantie by Mather ~nd
Day (1954). One of the two speeimens eonstitlIting the latter reeord was taken near latitude
32°21' N. and longitude 64°37' W. by the Atkt:ntis
in June 1948. Tl;e other specimen ~as taken 300
miles east of Cape Hatteras by the same vessel in
August 1953. A number of spe.c.imf!ns has been
taken in inshore areas, and Mather (Mather and
Day, 1954) believes that the spe.c.ies does not normally range far beyond the 100-fathom curve.
The northernmost reeord of the species is the eapture of one blackfin about. 75 miles south of Mart.ha's Vineyard (latitude 40°04' N., longitnde
70°42' "V.) by the Oaryn in October 1M8 (Mather
and Schuck,1952).
Little tuna are common inhabitants of inshore
areas, especially from New York sout.h, and have
been reported from the Gulf of Maine by Schuek
(1951). Little tuna do not, apparently, range
into deep waters. Sporadic attempts have been
made, along the Middle Atlantic coastline, to utilize little tuna eommercially.

EXPLORATORY GEAR AND PROCEDURES
The Bure.au re.search "essel Dela'ware. traveled
over 17,900 nautical miles during the explorations
in the northwestern At.Iantic (fig. 2).

FISHING GEAR

The longline fishing gear used in the explorations (fig. 3) is identieal in basic design and construetion to that used by the Bureau research
vessel 01'egon in exploring the tuna resources of
the Gulf of Mexico (Captiva, 1955) and Caribbean. The method of longlining used by the
Deluwa1'e was essentially the same. as that used by
the Japanese for tuna fishing operations in the
Pacifie, Indian, and Atllintic Oceans.
FISHING PROCEDURE

On station, the fishing gear and bait were prepared for setting at about 0630 hours. A set of
60 tubs of longline gear (600 hooks) was selected,
following initial operations, as the unit that would
give a reasonable representation of fish in the area,
but this set would still be convenient to handle
when large numbers of large fish were caught.
Atlantic herring, (!11tpea h01'engus hareng'U8 Linnaeus, were used as bait. The gear was allowed
to drift for about ~ hours after the last tub had
been set, and hauling was then begun with the aid
of a .J~panet'e longline hauler. ' The vessel was
moved slowly ahead as the gear was being retrieved so that the line was kept on the starboard
quarter. W"hen a fish was brought to the side of
the vessel, the branc.hline bearing the fish was removed from the mainline, another branchline was
tied on, and hauling was continued. The fish, on
its se.parate branchline, was then gaffed and hauled
aboard or ta.~ged and relea.sed. Tagging was carried out in eooperation with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic. Institution. Setting the gear required four to five men; retrieving it required six
to seven.
TEMPERATURE DETERMINATIONS

Several workers (Murphy and Shomu1'a, 1955;
Bullis, 1955; and Wathne, 1959) have stated that
longline sections do not func.t.ion with uniform effieiency or at uniform dellth, owing to the many
variables to which the gear is subjected. These
variables include lengths of mainline, branchlines,
and buoylines, as well as the amount of tension
applied to the mainlim' when the gen,r is set, the
force and direction of the wind, and the strength
nnd direction of the C'.urrent.
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FIGURE 2.-Tbe M/V Delau.'a.re, 148-foot exploratory research vessel, owned and operated by the Bureau of
Commercial Fisberies.
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tbe tuna longline gear' uSl'd in Delaware explorations.
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Since there are so many variables operating on
a longline, detennination of the depth at which
the hooks were situated (estimated average fishing
depth) is based on calculations taken from ec.hograph observations of similar gear by Bullis
(1955) and Wathne (1959). These calculations
showed that, with the gear used, the average hook
was placed at a depth of about 173 feet.
At all fishing stations It bathythermograph cast
was made to a minimum depth of 450 feet. Water
temperatures at the surface and at the 173-foot
estimated fishing depth we're obtained from these
casts, and within the limits of the data, temperature ranges and average water temperatures were
.
determined for tuna of each species.
DISTRIBUTION OF EXPLORATORY EFFORT

Explorations were carried out as one phase of
the overall program of the North Atlantic Fisheries Exploration and Gear Research Base. Fishing effort was distributed through all seasons, but
it was necessarily intermittent. In all, eight
cruises were devoted to tuna exploration and 111
stations were fished with longline gear. Of the
111 stations" 9.9 percent were fished in winter
(January and February), 37.8 percent were
fished in spring (March, April, and May), 14 percent in early summer (June), 18.5 percent in
middle and late summer (July and August), and
19.8 percent in fall (September and October).
No stations were fished in November or
December.
The first cruise in the oceanic region was designed to cover the entire region. The vessel
route ran south from the 1,000-fathom curve off
New England to the approximate latitude of Cape
Hatteras, then e.ast past Bermuda, and nort.h to
the point of origin. The cruise took place. in
the early spring, for the cruise objective was to
intercept, and record the dist.ribution of bluefin
tuna during a port.ion of the spring migration.
The seven cruises that followed were carried out
to cover areas where tuna had been concentrated
on previous cruises or where the possibility of
tuna concentrations had been indicated by hydrographic data or theories on migration routes, and
to cover systematically the Gulf St.ream area with
a series of longline sets, 95 to 120 miles apart.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
REGION EXPLORED
The oceanic region explored by the Vela/lOMe
extends south and east of the edge of the Continental Shelf of nort.heastern Nort.h America. to
about latitude 30° N. and longitmle 50° 'V. The
region is characterized by the presence of that portion of the Gulf Stream system known "as the Gulf
Stream proper. Since the region is influenced
greatly by the Gulf Stream system, an understanding of the physical nature 'of the system is a neceSsary preliminary to an understanding of the
distribution of that region's fauna.
The Gulf Stream system is composed 6f three
principal parts: the Florida Current from the
Tortugas to Cape Hatteras; the Gulf Stream
proper from Cape Hatteras to the Grand Banks;
and the North Atlantic Current from the Grand
Banks eastward. As tIle principal current syst.em of the western North Atlantic, t.he Gulf
Stream system is analogous to t.he Kuroshio Current of t.he western North Pacific. It has been
studied in detan by the, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, and as a result, considerable
information is available that relates directly to
a study of the environmental conditions that may
affect the dist.ribution of the tunas.
The Gulf Stream syst.em is described by Stommel (1960) as:
. . . a narrow, intense, ,northeastward-:flowlng current
which returns to the north again the southward-driven
Sargasso Sea water that has passed through the CarIbbean and has turned through the Florida Straits. The
Gulf Stream :flows along the western boundary of the
warm Sargasso Sea su.rface water. As the Stream turns
toward the east. off the Grand Blinks. it acts as a kind
of dYll'am!e barrier, or dam, which. by virtue of <.'Orio11s
forces. restrains the warm Sargasso Sea water from
ovel'fiowing the colder northern water of the North AtlanUc. The watel' in the Stream is not significantly different in temperature from the large mass of warm
water which lies to the right of its direction of motion.

Studies have shown that variations occur within
the Gulf Stream system in the form of wavelike
pert.urbat.ions that c.an be likened to the meanders
of a geologically old river 0'1' stream, and other
physical complications occur along the edge of
the Stream in the form of cyclonic eddies (Iselin,
1960). Then too, the water masses of the Gulf
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Bluefin Tuna
Stream frontal area, which occur between the
Gulf Stream axis and the cooler waters to the
The single exploratory eruise conducted in winnorth, are not stable. They have been described
ter indicated that bluefin tuna are common in the
by von Arx, Bumpus, and Richardson (1955) as
portion of fhe oceanic region .lying east of the
having "... a structure which, as far as one ca.n
Continental Shelf, from Cape Hatteras to south
tell is best interpreted as a succession of short,
of New England (fig. 4A). The extent of the
ove~'lapping segments which may be described as bluefin population to the north and east toward
'shingles'." The "shingle effect" is of left-hand
the Grand Banks during winter and late fall is
orientation as one looks'down the axis of the Gulf
unknown. The greatest number of bluefin in winStream system.
ter were caught along the northern edge of the
Bathythermograph recordings indicate that relGulf Stream (fig. 4A) where, at 'one station, the
atively large variations in temperature occur withcatch rate was 5.7 bluefin pel' 100 hooks. The fish
in short distances in the oceanic re.gion lying on
eaught at this station averaged nearly 300 POlUlds
either side of the Gulf St.ream. On several
each, although large fish apparently are not comcruises bathythermograph casts were made at
mon in winter, in the area investigated.
each e~d of the longline set, and even in this rela- "
The distribution pattern assumed by bluefin in
tively short distance, marked variations in temspring (fig. 5A) is similar to that in wi~ter, at
perature were observed.
least in the portion of the region explored III both
The Gulf Stream, SOllth of New England, efseasons; and exploratory eatehes indicate that
fectively divides the region investigated into a
eonunercial longline fishing might be feasible in
cool-water northern area and a warm-water
the vidnity of the Gulf Stream in spring, and possouthern area.
sibly in winter. Bluefin were taken in spring at
the easternmost stations occupied, south of Grand
DISTRIBUTION OF DOMINANT
Banks and east of Bermuda. Highest catch rates
TUNA SPECIES
were achieved farther south and west of these
•
stations,
however, in the general area of the Gulf
EXPLORATORY RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
Stream (fig. 5A). At one station, sOuth of Cape
Catch rates, for the entire investigation and
Cod on the inshore side of the Gulf Stream, the
for all species of tuna, ranged from no tuna at
eateh rate was 16.3 bluefin pel' 100 hooks. Almost
several stations to a high figure of 20.8 tuna per
directly e..'tst of that station, on the northern edge
100 hooks. Catch rates and catch composition
of
the Stream, the maximum catch rate for the
varied widely with season and geographical area
entire
series of eruises was attained-20.8 bluefin
fished (figs. 4-8), as did the weights of individual
pel' 100 hooks.
fish (table 1).
TABLE

1.

E8timated 1ceigh.t8

01

tlln.a8. b1/ 8ea801111
Major species •

--,-------

Season

Number

100
687
82

6
2
877

Averages

..

Number

Total
weight

Average
weight

POllmds
19.901
107.287
28,270
1.428

POlmds
199
156
345
238
325

18
213
50
109
329

---------_ ...

719

650

157,536

•

Albacore

Yellowfin"

Bluefin

I

_

1 Seasons are defined a.. follows: Winter=January, February; sprlng=
March, April, May; 'early summer=June; summer=Jllly, August; fall=
September. October. No explorations w(\re conducted In November or
December.

253 _.

Total
w(\ight

Average
weight
Pounds
33
87
'106
98
53

Number

17
31
8
15
42
113

• __ c

,.

_

Total
weight

Average
weight

Pound.
554
1,242

Pounds

750
1,990

268

33
40
34
50
47

4,804

-----------41

, Average weights of species of minor importance are: Bigeye, 137 pounds;
skipjack, 18 pounds; blackfin, 13 pounds.
, Reflects a large catch of fish made at one station.
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Although bluefin caught during t.he spring were
mostly small, several weighed over 300 pounds
and one, caught. east. of Bermuda, was est.imat.ed to
weigh bet.ween 350 and 400 pounds.
By late spring or early summer (fig,"6A), bluefin begin to disappear from t.he oceanic region,
and by mids~mmer (fig. 7A) are uncommon.
They a.pparently remain scarce in oceanic wat.ers
through early fall (fig. 8A).
The range of wat.er t.emperat.ures in which bluefin were taken during ,the explorat.ions. and the
average wat.er t.emperature for all stations at which
bluefin were taken are shown in figure 9. The
mean temperatures were obtained by using the following formula:
_

(fxt)

x=----wwhere f=the number of fish in a sample; t=
water temperat.ure in degrees F.; and N=t.he
total number of fish of each species for which data
were available.
Yellowfln Tuna

Yellowfin tuna apparently do not. occur in large
numbers anywhe.re in the oceanic region of the
northwest.ern Atlantic in winter, and none were
t.aken nort.h of the Glilf St.ream during that season (fig.4B).
In the spring the fish are widely distributed
over t.he southern portion of the region, but explorations indicate that they are not generally
present in large concentrations. However, at one
station, east of Cape Hatteras near the Gulf
Stream axis, yellowfin were caught at the rate of
14.1 fish per 100 hooks (fie:. 5BL
In summer and fall (figs. 6B-8B), the fish were
found in greater general concentration, especially
in the vicinity of the Gulf Stream. The highest
catch rate achieved during explorations in t.he
summer was 5.0 yellowful per 100 hooks, and the
highest catch rate in t.he fall was 8.5 yellowfin
per '100 hooks. A wide variation in weight was
noted among yellowfin caught at stat.ions fished
in different areas and seasons.. For inst.ance, at a
station fishe<J in July in the area north of the
Gulf Stream t.he fish averaged only 30 pOlmds,
whereas in April at a station farther south the fish
averaged 92 pounds.
The observed range of water temperature and
the average temperature of the water lnha.bited by
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yellowfin taken during the explorations are shown
in figure 9.
Albacore

Albacore appear to be widely distributed, but
thinly scattered, in the oceanic r~gion in all seasons (figs. 4D-8D) , and no speeHic pat.t.erns were
discerned, either of lnigration or distribution. The
maximum albacore yield, from a longline set, was
at the rate of 2.0 fish per 100 hooks. Many of the
albacore taken were large, and the average weight
for all albacore talren at all stations was 41
pounds. Observed temperature limits and averages for albacore are shown in figure 9.
Other Tuna Species

In addition to the dominant species for which
the distribution has been described, several other
spedes, of lesser importance, were taken. These
included skipjack and bigeye. Individuals of
these species, however, were taken so rarely and
in such small numbers that little can be said concerning their patterns of dist.ribut.ion on the basis
of the Dela10are explorations. Some of the stations at which bigeye were caught are shown in
figure 7C and represent t.he northernmost records
of the species for the western North Atlantic
(Mather and Gibbs, 1958). The temperature
range of waters in which bigeye were caught is.
shown in figure 9.
DISCUSSION

Although t.he exploratory coverage was not
eomplete, owing to the intermittent scheduling
necessitat.ed to. can"Y out several other program
phases during the period of investigation, the outline of dist.ribution of bluefin and yellowfin tunas
t.hat emerges does provide a substantial basis for
future work and a more complete understanding
t.han was formerly available.
Worke.rs in Japan (Nakamura, 1951; Nakamura, Yabuta, and Mimura, 1956; Uda, 1953) and
the United St.ates (Sette, 1955) have est.ablished
t.hat. concentrat.ions of tuna are generally associated with oeeanic, convergent, t.ropical, and subtropical water masses-particularly those of major
circulatory systems. Extensive work in the Pacific
has result.ed in the discovery of definite correlations bet.ween t.una abundance and the major
circulatory systems of the Kuroshio or North
Padfic Current, the Nort.h and South Equat.orial
Currents, and the counter currents t.o these.
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FIGURE 9.-Teomperature ranges and mean temperatures for four spedes of tunas. Data based on temperatures
recorded at stations where tunas were captured. The thin line represents the total recorded temperature
range; the thick line represents 1 standard deviation on either side of the menn; and the eross bar represents the mean. The number of tunas used in the eaIculations are recorded below the species' names.

Further, the areas yielding the greatest abundance
of tuna have generally been found near the boundaries of these systems. In many cases the abrupt
temperature gradients present at the edges of
frontal zones of the current systems serve to
separate the environments on either side of the
gradients to such an extent that tuna of two or
more species (for instance bluefin and yellowfin )
may exist wit.hin a short distance of one another
and yet be distinctly separated.
Dela.1l'are explorations indicate that temperature. is an important environmental key to species
distribution in the. north frontal area of the Gulf
Stream. To illustrate the close geographical proximity of tuna of one species to those of another
in the presence of a temperature gradient, two

series of isotherms were plotted from temperature recordings made at. tuna stations in and near
the Gulf Stream frontal area (fig. 10). The resulting plots represent conditions over a period
of several days. Despite the rapidity with which
individual points in the frontal area may change
tempel;ature, the general temperature structure
represented should remain essentially the same,
and the way in which two species-with differing
ecological requirements---c.an exist as dominants
in close proximity is indicated. Fishing results
at the 'same points show clearly the definite change
in species composition, from bluefin in the cooler
waters on the edge of the Gulf Stream to yellowfin in the warmer waters in the Gulf Stream. This
change in species composition with change in tem-
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perature wa~ indicated throughout the investigation.
A comparison of the weighted average temperature of the water at. stations where bluefin and
yellowfin were caught (fig. 9) provides additional
evidence t.hat bluefin prefer areas of cooler water
and are most abundant in cool-water areas despite
the wide spread of temperatures (36° F.) included
within the range observed for this ~pecie.s.
In early sununer, when t.he bluefin begin to migrate from the oceanic areas, the oc.currence of
bluefin is report.ed, each year, on the Continental
Shelf. This and evidence obtained from tagging
tend to indicate that at least a part of the bluefin
tuna of the New England and Nova Sc.otia summer fishery migrate t.o the Continental Shelf from
the Gulf St.ream area. One t.una, captured and
tagged by the Dela.wnre on May 24, 1959, 325
miles east ef Ocean City, Md., was rec.aptured in

a commercial purse seine near Cape Cod about 3
months later. But earlier evidence from tagging
work accomplished by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution on the Continental Shelf indicates that tuna make transoceanic migrations
(Mather, 1960). It is not unreasonable to suppose, t.herefore, that part of the tuna that winter
near the Gulf Stream migrate to more distant
wa.ters than the waters of the nearby Continental
Shelf. Nor is it unreasonable to suppose that at
least part of t.he tuna found on the Continental
Shelf of New England and Canada in summer
months have migrated. from points farther distant
than the Gulf Stream area, tlS would be nece.ssary
if the popular theory that the large fish winter in
the Caribbean we.re confirmed.
The available temperature data show that mean
surface temperatures at the Bost.on light ve.ssel
ranged from 53.7° to 64.2° F. during the summer
of 1957 (Day, 1959). The weighted average temperature of 59.9°. F., that was calculated for
oceanic stations yielding catches of bluefin tuna
near the Gulf Stream (fig. 9) , is within this range.
Migration of bluefin into the shelf area from
oceanic stations in late spring or early summer
would, therefore, be accompanied by only minor
temperature changes.
In contrast, Rivas (1955), in his discussion of
the p~ible migration of bluefin from the Straits
of Florida to the Gulf of Maine, stated " . . .
they go in two t.o three weeks from temperatures
of 28 to 29 degrees centigl'ade into waters whieh .
are 16 to 18 degrees centigrade." (From 82° to 84°
F. to 61 ° to 64° F.) This spread of 18° to 23° represents a much greater change than would be
faeed by fish moving into the Gulf of Maine from
the Gulf St.ream area to the north, but seems to be
well within the re.alm of possibility.
The explorations indicate that the early summer pe.l"iod, marking the migration of the bluefin from t.he oceanic area north of the Gulf Stream,
also represents a period of transition in spe.cie.s
dominance in that region. As the bluefin, whieh
have been the dominant tuna t.hrough the winter
and spring, migrate from the area, yellowfin appear and assume dominance through the summer
(figs. 4C-8C).
The migratory patterns assumed by the yellowfin during this spring-summer shift and the routes
taken have not. been observed; but, on the basis
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of the evidenc.e available, the fish are assumed to
migrate from the general oc.eanic area south of the
Gulf Stream. Yellowfin are. seldom reported from
inshore areas along the east c.oast, and confirmed
records are nonexistent for the New England inshore area. However, T. received an unconfirmed
report of two yellowfin being taken with longline
gear on Middle Bank, south of Gloucester, Mass.,
during the summer of 1959. Captures of the
species in winter and spring h~ve all been made
in the southern areas. The. yellowfin captured
north of the Bahamas by the Theodore N. am in
February 1953 (Anders~n, Gehringer and Cohen,
1956) and the catc.h rate of 14.1 yellowfin per 100
hooks in the Gulf Stream east of Cape Hatteras
in May provide evidenc.e to support the assumption of migration from oceanic areas in the southern portion of the region.
Temperatures recorded at the fishing depth of
the longline gear at stations in the northwestern
Atlantic where yellowfin were caught compare
favorably with surface water temperatures at stations in the eastern Pac.ific where surface-dwelling yellowfin were caught. Surface temperatures
were recorded during extensive tuna-tagging operations conducted from 1952-59 by the California
Department of Fish and Game, and temperature
data were made available by Blunt and Messersmith (1960) for localities at which tuna were
tagged that were later recovered. Using these.
data, a weighted average temperature of 71.4 0 F.
was calculated for surfac.e-c.aught yellowfin in the
eastern Pac.ific. This is closely comparable to the
weighted average of 72.1 0 F., calculated for water
depths at whic.h the subsurface yelloW-fin of th~
northwestern Atlantic were c.aught.
OTHER INHABITANTS OF THE OCEANIC
REGION
In addition to tunas, fishes belonging to several
other spedes were taken by the longline gear
(table 2). Many of these were little-known species
in the oceanic northwestern Atlantic prior to Delawa:re explorations.
Sharks were taken at a high percentage of longline stations, and their presence is important in
evaluating the commercial potential of oceanic
longlining in an area, because longline-caught
tuna may be damaged to varying degrees by
sharks. Shark damage to individual tuna may

2.-Species taken on· 10n.gUll.e gear in the ocean.ic
northwfstern .4.tlantil) d"//ring Dc1-aw(/·re fJ:f)IQJ'atio-I/8

TABLE

Family
Lamnldae

Scientific name

_ Is"urus OIyril1rhus Raftnesque
_
Lamna nasus (Bonnaterre.l.
_
Carrharhilllt8
floridalllt8
Bi!r6low
_
Carcharhinidae__
Carrharhinus longimal1us (PoeyL_
Carrharahinus oIJBr-urus (LeSueur)_
Carrharhimt8 jalrijormls (Muller
and Henle).
Prionare glaura (Llnnaeus)
-•
_
Sphymidae
_ Sphyrna sp
_
AlepisRuridae _ Alepisaurus jero Lowe_.
Altpi.aurus breBiroBtris Glbbs
_
_
Lamprldldae _ Lampris regills (Bonnaterre)
Coryphaenidae._ CorYP/uul1a hippuru. Linnaeus _
Bramidae
_ TaradBB longipmnia (Lowe).
_
Scombridae
_ A.canthorybiu-m so/allderi (euvler)_
EuthYll-lll!s prlamis (L1nnaeus) __ -Thunllus alalufl.ga (Bonnaterre) _
Thunnus a/barare. (Bonnaterre) _-_
Thltfl.l1"US atlanticus (I.essonl.
_
Thunnlts obBBus (Lowe) __ •
_
Thltfl."llUS thYll11US (LlnnB611s).
_
_
Istiophorldae _ Afakaira albida (Poeyl
Alakaira nigrirans LacepMe
_
Xlphlldae
_ Xiphias gladius Llnnaeus
_

Common name
MHO.
Porbeagle.
Silky shark.
Whitetlp shark.
Dnsky shark.
Sickle sbark.

Blue shark.
Hammerhead shark.
Longnose lancetlish.
Lancetftsh.
Opah.

Dolphin.
Blgseale pomfret.
Wahoo.
Skipjack tuna.
Albacore.
Yellowftn tuna.
BlarJdin tuna.
Blgeye tuna.
Bluefin tuna.
White marlin.
Blue marlin.
Swordfish.

vary from minor superficial damage to c?mplete
loss. Tunas having minor damage are III most
cases acceptable to the c.anning industry. Perc.ents given in the following paragraphs represent
only the occurrenc.e of shark damage, not the severity of the attack. During explorations in the
northwestern Atlalitic., 4.2 percent of the tuna
c.aught were reported dama.ged by sharks. In explorations in the Gulf of Mexico, 13.6 percent of
the yellowfin tuna that were c.aught were damaged
to varying degrees (Wathne, 1959), and the Pacific Oceanic. Fishery Investigations recorded 20percent damage for yellowfill in the Line Islands
area (Iversen and Yoshida, 1956).
In the oceanic. areas near the Gulf St.ream
where bluefin tuna were taken in relatIvely large
quantities, very little shark damage occurred.
Damage ranged from zero to a higl~ ~f 12.5 percent at stations yielding large quantItIes of b!uefin. There was no shark damage at statIo~s
fished during c.rnise '59-7, even though approXImately 35 tons of bluefin were c.aught.. More yellowfin have been damaged by sharks m the Gulf
Stream area, however, than bluefin, and the percentage of damaged yellowfin appears to be comparable to that of other Qceanic areas. Damage
ranged from zero to 20.6 percent of t~e fish caught.
All the species of sharks responSIble for tuna
damage are not known.' Sharks obse;ved as they
attacked tuna being hauled to a POIllt near the
surface were usually ~hitetips, Oarah.arhinus
longimanus (Poey). Whitetip sharks are a~so
suspected of damaging tuna in the Gulf of :M~XICO
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(Bullis, 1955; Backus, Springer, and Arnold,
1956). Other sharks probably also attack the linecaught tuna.
SUMMARY
From 1957-60, tuna explorations were carried
out, intermittently, to determine the distribution
of tunas in the oceanic portion of the northwestern Atlantic and to assess the availability of tunas
to commercial gea,r. Major effort was expended
in the Gulf.' Stream proper. Longline gear,
fishe.d from the Bureau vessel Delawm'e at 111
stations, caught bluefin, yellowfin, albacore, skipjack, and bigeye tunas.
Temperature studies show that the Gulf Stream
system provides the environmental conditions
favorable for the presence of tunas in the oceanic
portion of the northwestern Atlantic. Bluefin,
preferring cooler water, are the dominant tuna
in the vicinity of the Gulf Stream in winter and
spring. Longline catches indicate that a commercial fishery for bluefinlllight be profitable in those
seasons. Bluefin disappear from the oceanic region in late spring or early summer, and yellowfin, preferring warmer water, are the dominant
tuna in summer and fall.
A sharp temperature gradient on the edge of
the Gulf Stream allows tunas of t'vo or more species with dissimilar temperature reqtlirements to
exist within short. distances and yet be distinctly
separated.
.
Temperatures at calculated fishing depths at
stations where subsurface yellowfin were taken in
the northwestern Atlantic. were comparable to
temperatures of the surface water at positions in
the Pacific where surface-dwelling yellowfin were
taken.
Shark damage was light. A higher percentage
of yellowfin (to gO.6 percent) than bluefin (to 12.5
percent) was attacked at anyone exploratory station. Whitetip sharks appear to be responsible
for. a large share of shark damage to tunas in the
western Atlantic.
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